
r/K CHARACTERS – MAJOR 

 

(*DEW – Dark Energy Wave event which turned one million people into super powered beings) 

 

r/K TORONTO 

 

ADAM ALLFATHER: extremely powerful telekinetic, pyrokinetic, and telepath. Began with repressed 

powers and is learning about them with difficulty. 

 

Adam likes wearing a light Kevlar vest.  

 

Adam was a young, wealthy php programmer in Toronto. He was a popular playboy in the downtown 

scene.  

 

DEW: Adam was mentally enslaved by The Hideous Twist. He was unaware that he had acquired powers. 

Bill Ides wanted Adam as a prodigal son and prophet. Bill negotiated with the Twist to have Adam released 

from Toronto. Adam was in the island prison barracks city. Adam was aided in escaping the prison which 

was run by Bear Ramage. He met Guy and Soma Amos in the city. He worked with his new allies to escape 

Toronto. The Assassins helped Adam escape. In Buffalo, Adam teamed up with the Trumps. On their way 

to NYC to face Flo, they had a run in with Crunchy and The Root. Adam erred and killed the Root, but later, 

The Meddler brought them back to life.  

 

GUY: Head of the Thief Guild in The Hideous Twist’s Zoodles world in Toronto. He helps Adam Allfather 

escape Toronto. He doesn’t realize that he has empath and pusher powers. His guild steals from the wicked 

and gives to the needy.  

 

SOMA AMOS: Android supposedly created by Xanadu which he gifted to the Assassins. Soma was 

coordinating contracts for the Assassins, but then met Adam Allfather and decided to be his ally. Soma has 

a circular monitor for a head and presents faces on the monitor. When Soma is distracted, it appears on 

her face plate as a person somewhat in the distance with their back turned.  

 

THE HIDEOUS TWIST: powerful telepath who can alter perception of reality, a variety of other cosmic 

powers, can create local disasters such as earth tremors or corrosive acid rainstorms 

 

Eight arms and no legs. Two arms at the shoulder blades fan out like giant wing-claws. Four arms form a 

lower half like a centaur. His torso glows yellow and his torso is translucent. His spine is elongated and 

extends hundreds of meters. Twist has modest coverings. 

 

Twist was a computer engineer who worked for Big Pharma. He had many enemies.  

 

DEW: The Hideous Twist committed a genocide on Toronto killing millions through using his telepathy to 

have them suicide. He altered how the survivors viewed the world and they believed that they were living 

during a nuclear fallout apocalypse. He had the survivors believe that Toronto had to be locked down 

because there was a radiation sickness among survivors outside the city. No one is allowed to leave Toronto 



unless they buy their way out, but money is worthless and the new economy is based on the novelty of 

items, such as playing cards, trading cards, and stamps. Twist organizes the city through a mafia headed 

by his right-hand, Ripperella. There is a prison barracks complex on Center Island. Bill Ides negotiates with 

Twist to release Adam Allfather.  

 

RIPPERELLA: right-hand to The Hideous Twist and runs the city’s mafia. Beautiful and voluptuous, The 

Hideous Twist gouged out her eyes and blinded her pretending that it was necessary to grant her powers. 

Ripperella can block and scramble powers, she has heightened sensory perception, hardened dermis, and 

razor tendrils.  

 

BEAR RAMAGE: Bear is the warden for The Hideous Twist’s island prison barracks city. Bear has super 

strength and endurance. His body hair is a living organ which Bear controls often as beard tendrils.  

 

THE ASSASSINS: healing factor, heightened strength, speed, quickness, agility, endurance, and ability to 

control heart rate and adrenaline levels.  

 

One of the assassins is a Latino man and the other has a stony dermis and countenance. They wear 

specially designed armor with small backpacks. The outfits have fluorescent panels and detailing. When 

the lights activate the rest of the armor becomes invisible. The lights have flashbang abilities.  

 

Nothing is known about the past of the Assassins from before the DEW. They enjoy Zoodles and exploit 

the apocalyptic sham illusion that the Hideous Twist has created in Toronto.  

 

DEW: The Assassins helped Adam Allfather escape Toronto. When Adam and Guy robbed an amateur thief 

junkie scumbag couple of their booty, the Assassins showed up and stopped the couple from getting 

revenge and alerting Ripperella. Adam used the booty to buy his way out of Toronto.  

 

VALENTINE: size and strength. Charges objects with explosive kinetic energy. Experienced hunter and 

marksman.  

 

Valentine is hirsute with grey-silver fur. He also has a strange skin condition that makes him patchy. He has 

a prominent harelip. When he charges objects, his eyes glow a bright orange. He is usually shirtless, but 

wears torn-up jeans and biker gloves. His belt has a dragon head buckle. He carries a sawed-off shotgun 

that looks like the size of a handgun given how huge Valentine is. He wears a fanny pack that is stuffed 

with objects he can charge. 

 

Valentine was a hunter and he sold animal pelts around the northeast of North America. He preferred 

animals to people despite hunting and killing them. He had sadistic tendencies.  

 

DEW: Adam Allfather met the Trumps in Buffalo and joined them. Valentine taught Adam some hunting 

skills. One day, Valentine caught scavengers raiding the Trumps’s loot and he tied them up and tortured 

them, finally killing them by putting charged candies in their mouths.  

 



LAZY I: Ida has the ability to shapeshift any part of herself into a form that she has assumed before. She 

must identify with the form through observing herself in that form in the mirror. Before meeting Scriblz, 

Ida used Halloween costumes to diversify her array of shapeshifted forms.  

 

Lazy I is a tall Scandinavian woman, and she keeps her hair long and braided. Her hair is dyed cotton-candy 

blue. She wears tight jeans and a tank top that looks like it was swiped by bear claws across the chest. She 

often uses bear hands in battle and Valentine fashioned her a bear head pelt hat.  

 

Ida was born in Sweden and is half Norwegian. Her parents died in a drunk driving accident when she was 

young. She was adopted by neighbors, but the family ignored her and just wanted the money from the 

state. She ran away and ended up in Canada. She was very lonely and had a bad habit of talking to herself 

in the mirror. She was considered weird, but then she started growing taller and eventually became 

intimidating. She got into modeling briefly, but it didn’t suit her personality.  

 

DEW: Ida was in Toronto during the DEW, and she knew to escape after The Hideous Twist took over. Lazy 

I hates her powers, but being besties with Scriblz makes it better. Scriblz uses her powers to manipulate 

form so that Lazy I can have fun with her mimic abilities.  

 

SCRIBLZ: can manipulate and reshape flesh through the hand at the end of her prehensile tail. 

 

Susan is Latina and dyes her hair bubble-gum pink. She has a voluptuous petite body. She has a good sense 

of style and wear fashionable outfits.  

 

Susan was married to a pro basketball player. She hadn’t worked a day since graduating high school. She 

was bored of being a trophy wife and began investing her husband’s money without his awareness. She 

got roped into a criminal racket without her awareness and then the media found out and it implicated 

her husband. Scriblz was being charged despite her genuine ignorance. The media coverage had her 

fantasizing about her being ugly and unworthy of attention. 

 

DEW: Scriblz found Lazy I and they teamed up before traveling to Buffalo and forming the Trumps with 

Valentine and Megumi.  

 

MEGUMI: siphon and cancels powers. Can mimic powers temporarily.  

 

Megumi has long facial hair, is short but broad and muscular. He wears overalls and has tattoos all over 

this chest, back and arms.  

 

Megumi was born in a small town in China, but his cannibal uncle threatened to eat him. His parents 

swaddled him and made him appear as a girl who was then adopted by a wealthy Japanese family. The 

parents did not discover the truth about Megumi’s gender. He mastered martial arts forms as a child which 

raised questions. Megumi ran away to Tokyo before being discovered as a male. He overcompensated in 

Tokyo and led a macho street gang. He used his feminine name to teaches his opponents a lesson.  

 



DEW: Megumi left New York City after DEW and ended up in Niagara Falls where he met Valentine. Later, 

in Buffalo they met Lazy I and Scriblz. They formed the Trumps. Megumi eventually turned against the 

Trumps jealous about Scriblz’s romantic interest in Adam Allfather.  

 

KINCAID: rage power based on taking damage where he builds up strength, speed, and durability. 

Supernovas and then requires cool down. Prison gang leader. Albino black with pink eyes, dyed yellow 

cornrows. Uses metal balls with chains as boxing gloves. Major chip on his shoulder.   

 

ROAM: wild pyrokinetic with a molten form. Madman on the streets of Zoodles Toronto. 

 

FIEND: reptilian regeneration, jaws arm, tail for whipping. A would-be assassin from Miami who is 

interested in Temp.  

 

FIXER: emits pheromones that act as a narcotic. Pheromones bottled and peddled around Zoodles.  

 

r/K CHICAGO 

 

SIR REAL: control over his molecules and can manipulate the molecular structure of others. He feigns 

weakness and limits. 

 

Sir Real generates a semblance of clothing using his powers. He appears to have a hood, yet he is shirtless. 

The hood blends seamlessly into his body, the same way that his pants do with his shoes. 

 

Sir Real is mysterious and shows up to help more than revealing his own motivations. His past is largely 

unknown. He has a South African accent but may have been taught English by a South African. He lived in 

England for a time. Sir Real offers help to superpowered beings and teaches them how to control their 

powers. Bill Ides is terrified of Sir Real. Sir Real hangs out in Chicago and keeps the Host under control.  

 

DEW: Sir Real is introduced through his conversations with Bill Ides and Ginman. He helps Crunchy during 

his Route 66 adventure.  

 

AMP: living lightning, manipulator of electrical current. Shoots electrical webs that can shock or kill.  

 

Amp is a rocker kid with long dreadlocks he conceals under a cap. His shirt is deep purple with a yellow 

lightning streak down the middle.  

 

Liam Graves was a cocky kid. He was popular for his ability to blend into the adult world, either winning 

poker tournaments or scoring older women. He was friends in high school with the kids that would end 

up forming the Realness. As kids, Fail wanted Amp to be in his band. Amp was never big into the band and 

later he dragged his feet on going to Egypt to stop Bill Ides.  

 

DEW: Amp enjoys using his powers, but they are destructive. Sir Real decided to train Amp when he 

returned from Egypt alone.  

 



TEMP: control over time around him – moves at super speeds by slowing down others. Side effect of time 

manipulation leads to him aging faster. He goes off and manipulates time to get his age back to where it 

would be naturally.  

 

Temp is a teen with short blonde hair and striking blue eyes. In battle, he wears a streamlined black ninja 

style outfit with orange detailing. He has orange wings at the back of his ankles. He carries tiger claw 

nunchuks for battle.  

 

Temp had just graduated high school and he was going to travel for a year. He became obsessed with 

scheduling his proposed travels.  

 

DEW: Temp was in Miami to start his travels when DEW hit. He met Unitas and Black Tab but didn’t vibe 

with them, so he headed north to NYC. He joined Powerhouse but realized that he didn’t have proper 

control over his powers. Sir Real offered to help him.  

 

SKANK: full control of the weather and elements 

 

Skank is into BDSM subculture. She has used her powers to preserve her body while skinning large sections 

of it. Her skinning is patterned to look like lingerie, and she keeps skin on her face like a kabuki mask.  

 

Skank has a mysterious past. She was miserable in her old life and was likely a shut-in.  

 

DEW: Skank is introverted and spends most of her time in her chambers at the BDSM nightclub, The Meat 

Market. Skank works on her bizarre diary which is a grimoire. Crunchy will break into the Meat Market to 

face Skank about being attacked in Las Vegas. Although the Host is headquartered in Chicago, they have 

chapters around the world.  

 

PHYLLIS: doppelganger of Evangeline. Shapeshifter powers that she uses to manipulate her form more 

than appear as others.  

 

Phyllis usually appears with purple skin and orange hair. She has a tailored straitjacket skirt ensemble.  

 

Phyllis doesn’t reveal her background story, but she was brought by Bast and the Forum to the r/K universe. 

According to Phyllis, her alternate universe was destroyed by the war between superpowered beings.  

 

DEW: Phyllis attacked Skank and it seemed purposeful to end up indebted to Skank. Skank believes she is 

punishing Phyllis by forcing her to serve the Host. Phyllis is in a dungeon labyrinth underneath the Meat 

Market. Phyllis is conniving and helped Crunchy reach Skank’s private chamber.  

 

MR DUDE: has a dummy shadow form that can attack and defend. Teleportation, energy projection, 

telekinesis. Animates objects. 

 



Mr Dude has a very white face with few features. He has completely black eyes and a small moustache. 

He has slick black hair. The Dummy is featureless except for a giant mouth full of jagged vampiric teeth. 

Mr Dude can speak through the Dummy. Mr Dude wears a well-tailored dark suit.  

 

Little is known about the original life of Mr Dude, and it is unclear if the Dummy was a real person before 

DEW. Mr Dude may have been a psychiatrist at a mental institute and the Dummy may have been one of 

his patients, or vice-versa.  

 

DEW: Mr Dude is sent by Skank to NYC for a meeting with the Hierarchy. Mr Dude has an encounter with 

Super Nomad. The ensuing battle caused Super Nomad to focus his attention on the Host in Chicago.  

 

XAQ: super strength, speed, endurance, durability. Uses a magical gauntlet. Xaq emerged from Skank’s 

diary through a spell cast by Boo. Xaq is a barbarian hero who rejects how he was written as a sappy 

playboy. He traveled to the UK to team up with Reign.  

 

REZNIK: alters to smoke form. When Reznik left the Host, Ohwon offered him a containment suit which 

helped him control and augment his powers. He had interest in Black Tab, but she didn’t reciprocate. 

 

RUBY: Nth Rock version of Cuckoo Mittens. Teleports objects to her. Super agility neko. She has an 

adversarial relationship with Cuckoo. She has pink fur with red pads.  

 

SPARX: electrified quills that can be projectiled. She escaped Olegras’s Limbo realm and became human 

on Earth. She had a lover, Xerc, in Limbo who didn’t escape Olegras.  

 

SUPER NOMAD: combat skills and tech savvy (non superpowered), autodidactic-based knowledge of 

firearms and explosives. Peak physical condition.  

 

Sylvester has a goatee and mutton chop sideburns. He created his own costume in steampunk style. His 

trench coat conceals many homemade gadgets. He wears a helmet that looks like a Medusa head. Each of 

the “snakes” have different functions such as flashbangs, smokescreens, etc. His goggles provide digital 

readouts. His cane is a melee weapon and also functions as a rifle.  

 

Sylvester was a normal kid who resisted his father’s interest in him being a pro footballer. His relationship 

with his father became violent and eventually his parents separated. Sylvester focused on work so that he 

could help his mom make ends meet.  

 

DEW: After the DEW hit, Sylvester and his mother were left unchanged much like the members of the 

Root. They were immune to Bill Ides and other telepaths. Sylvester’s mother discovered what Ikon was 

doing with his cult in Central Park and she tried to chop down the telepathic tree with an axe. Flo showed 

up and used her power to suck all the organic life out of the mother. What remained was a stone statue. 

Sylvester found the statue and took it back to his hideout. He vowed vengeance on Flo and the Hierarchy. 

The statue is known as Node and Ikon puts on a female voice to present to Sylvester that Node is his 

mother lost in some kind of limbo state. Super Nomad is aware of the ruse but using it to learn more about 

the weaknesses of the Hierarchy.  



 

BICK: can alter his size. Bodyguard at the Meat Market. 

 

BOOZER: telepath who is always floating. Uses his powers to protect Chicago from Bill Ides. Has googly 

eyeglasses. He started in the southern states and tried to attack Loona. Sir Real helped Loona.  

 

CROCKETT: psionically charges objects which disrupt CNS of those struck by them. Butcher in abattoir of 

the Meat Market. Crockett knew Olegras before DEW. He psionic shears used against telepaths will hurt 

him.  

 

RUSH: renders solid form to viscous state temporarily. 

 

r/K NEW YORK  

 

HEMI: absorbs damage and converts it into a hard shell across his body. He can crack the shell and use it 

as projectile weapons or shields. His cybernetic limbs are made from reinforced titanium alloys and 

provide Hemi the ability to life buses and subway cars.  

 

Hemi is a torso-head. His limbs shrunk becoming nubs. Hemi creates his hair through his hard-shell ability. 

He wears pants over his cybernetic legs.  

 

Hemi was a high school teacher. He had bigger dreams, but they didn’t materialize. Hemi had a good social 

life.  

 

DEW: Hemi was in a shopping mall when he transformed. Ikon had taken mental hold of NYC and made it 

so that no one noticed or helped Hemi who was now merely a head-torso. Migs was also in the mall and 

although blind he found Hemi and carried him out. They found Ohwon who used his precog power to help 

the pair with their transformation. The trio founded Powerhouse.  

 

BIT: Seven-foot-tall robot with advanced weaponry, sensory defenses, and tactical interfaces. Her chassis 

is extremely durable and allows for feats of super strength. Her staff emits high voltage electrical blasts. 

Her hair is composed of extendable fiber optic cables that extend and have electrically charged prongs on 

the ends. She can fly through fusion powered rockets in the bottom of her boots.  

 

Bit was created by Ohwon based on some transmissions he intercepted between Xanadu and his 

mothership. Bit’s face is based on a girl Ohwon was interested in. Her hair is gold, as is her breast plate 

and boots. Her cape is red, and the rest of her chassis is silver. Bit appears as an ancient Greek or Roman 

goddess. She has a bullet proof blue visor that protects her main sensors, and there is exposed circuitry 

on her boots that protect her fusion cells.  

 

DEW: Ohwon created Bit to protect Lash. Lash lives inside Bit’s body. Bit’s personality caters to her 

relationship with Lash. Bit is a powerful force against the Hierarchy. Bit defeated Ivey and then attacked 

Flo. The Hierarchy had to retreat.  

 



LASH: super-powered voice with screams that can bring down building and lullabies that could put 

thousands to sleep. Her gloves and boots were designed by Ohwon and deliver big damage given their 

relative size. Lash is only four inches tall.  

 

Lash is Chinese and she has short silver-white hair and many tattoos and piercings. She wears bulky black 

metal boots and gauntlets with metal spike studs. Ohwon created mechanical wings for Lash which allows 

her to fly. She tailored fuzzy white shorts from the lining of a guitar case. She weaved a corset string which 

interlaced piercings along her back. She is into punk style.  

 

Lash had graduated college and didn’t know what to do with the useless degree in humanities. She had 

rejected her parent’s pressure for her to be a virtuoso musician.  

 

DEW: The Dark Energy Wave transformed Lash into her four-inch stature, and she had to avoid being 

trampled and make it safely from Boston to NYC. Ohwon found Lash in NYC and saved her from the hazards 

of crowds. Ohwon made Bit for Lash, along with battle gloves and boots as well as mechanical wings.  

 

HELLGRADE: lava hulk. Generates heat and can raise magma from the ground through fissures in the earth. 

He blasts lava from his mouth. Great size and strength.  

 

Hellgrade has a dragon-like head with real face inside mouth. The face is the only soft part of his body, and 

the rest is rock hard.  

 

Hellgrade was from a wealthy family and decided to do expensive stunts which he promoted online. He 

inherited his family’s fortune in his early twenties. His stunts got bigger and more extravagant.  

 

DEW: Hellgrade was performing a stunt when the DEW hit. The Hellgrade and Rule doppelgangers from 

the Nth Rock attacked Bill Ides and were killed. Bill took over the doppel Hellgrade’s mind and made him 

open a giant fissure to the earth’s core which he forced Hellgrade to jump into. He took over the doppel 

Rule’s mind and made him cast a necromancer spell on himself that turned his bones to dust. Hellgrade 

noticed what Bill did and was spooked. He traveled to NYC and roams the city battling whoever wants to 

take him on. Hellgrade is a hulking menace in the city but sometimes he takes his show on the road.  

 

LESTELLE: summon the dead into a zombie army. She can extract information from the dead, even a pile 

of ashes in an ancient tomb. She has a skeleton arm that is indestructible.  

 

LeStelle’s legs are rotting, otherwise she is fit and attractive with long blonde hair. She has a biker chick 

style, and she is into leather. She wears a short leather jacket and skirt, along with open boots and a leather 

hat. Her belt is shrunken skull that are filled with Olegras’s paralyzing spit.  

 

LeStelle was in a rock band and played bass guitar. She was on the road on a tour bus most of the time, 

but her band wasn’t making great money. The band was formed by her brother and has her boyfriend and 

boyfriend’s sister.  

 



DEW: LeStelle didn’t believe in the dreams of her bandmates. She was a pragmatist. As such, after DEW 

she assessed her powers and determined she must be a “villain”. She affiliated with the Hierarchy but isn’t 

a fulltime member. Also, she convinced Olegras to not leave NYC and join the Host. LeStelle will fight for 

the Hierarchy when it suits her, but she genuinely likes Olegras.  

 

PWN: rage aura that causes paranoia and aggressiveness. His aura can temporarily convert heroes to 

villains, or have villains turn on their own. Superhuman strength and endurance.  

 

Pwn is a bulky sturdy figure. He wears an outfit modeled after the Uncle Sam character. In his 

headquarters, Pwn uses a sentinel-like robot as a throne and the robot has an array of offensive and 

defensive weaponry.  

 

Pwn was a producer in Hollywood. He wanted to be a screenwriter and director, but never managed to 

put together a compelling story. His protagonists were always unappealing. Pwn stole an aspiring 

screenwriter’s script but was caught. He paid for a contract killer to remove the problem but was also 

caught on the conspiracy. He was imprisoned.  

 

DEW: Pwn was in his prison cell and then used his powers to cause a riot. He used the ensuing chaos to 

escape. He created a headquarters underneath a video game arcade and calls it The Range. He trains kid 

soldiers to see the world as a video game and become murderous in the streets. Pwn and The Meddler 

are tight, and the Meddler often resurrects the kid soldiers. The kid soldiers become hardened.  

 

OHWON: precognitive powers. Extensive knowledge of computers, electronics, and modern technology. 

Ohwon doesn’t experiment – his powers allow him to see the solution immediately.  

 

Ohwon uses an android on the battlefield. The android chassis can be used as an armored suit for Ohwon. 

The android armor suit is a walking tank and gunship combined. The head of the suit is a spool with four 

synthetic faces each at 90 degrees. Ohwon can cycle the faces. One face is a lion, another is based on 

Ohwon’s father, the third face is a miscegenated face calculated as the one that will be responded to the 

most positively by a random person, and the fourth face is featureless and alien. The third face speaks all 

known languages.  

 

Ohwon was a big fan of comic books and science fiction. He was studying computer engineering. He was 

learning how to breakdance and training in MMA.  

 

DEW: Ohwon discovered his powers under duress while having to disarm a bomb on a school bus. He 

quickly built shock absorbers and put them around the bomb. No one was hurt. He used his powers to 

make an HQ in a decommissioned subway tunnel and this is where the Powerhouse call home. Ohwon 

sends his android around the city on patrol. Ikeman attacked the android and Powerhouse jumped into 

their first battle with the Hierarchy.  

 

BUZZKILL: Psionic chainsaw wings which disrupt CNS, flight, immunity to aura-based attacks. Crow-headed.  

 



HALFTONE: panda bear form with matching strength and ferocity. Creates webs of tiny portals. Portals 

have various spatiotemporal effects.  

 

MINTY: Dime, Nickel, and Penny mode, each smaller than the previous. Dime has super durability, Nickel 

has super speed, and Penny has super strength. Minty can articulate only as one form at a time.  

 

MIGS: super strength and invulnerability. He can jump miles with each leap. He can hold his breath from 

an hour and run faster than a cheetah. He is nearly blind but can see with the glasses that Ohwon made 

for him.  

 

Migs is a hulk-sized man. His muscles kept growing while his head began shrinking along with his face. 

Migs has a distinctive Rolling Stones tattoo. He dresses like a trucker and has an interesting moustache 

and beard.  

 

Migs was a newly tenured professor of astronomy at a small university in New York state. He was fascinated 

with the SETI program and wanted to meet aliens.  

 

DEW: Migs was in a shopping mall when he transformed. He found Hemi and carried him away. They were 

found by Ohwon who helped both of them.  

 

FLO: controls organic matter. Some control over water. Low-level telepath and empath. 

 

Flo is 80-years-old; however, she uses her powers to appear young. She cannot rejuvenate her hands or 

hair. Sometimes, she dyes her hair and wear gloves. She fashions a shawl-cape from leaves, and she wears 

a crown of branches and twigs. She wears a sleek hemp leotard with corset features and knee-high boots. 

 

Florence was a wealthy widow. Her husband had been the CEO of a large equity firm. They lived in a 

penthouse mansion looking onto Central Park. Flo attended to an elaborate rooftop garden. 

 

DEW: Flo is driven by avarice and arguably she is the most evil character in the r/K universe. She allied 

with Ikon to protect NYC and herself from other telepaths. She has a tenuous alliance with Skank and the 

Host in Chicago. Her ultimate goal is to rule the world, but she is not a natural-born leader. People respect 

the power, but not the woman.   

 

IVEY: size and strength. Sharp thorns across her body that can be projectiled. Her mouth is like a Venus fly 

trap plant and she secretes paralyzing toxin into her saliva.  

 

Esmeralda Ivey has a frizzy afro or corn rows. She is in peak physical fitness. Her skin is emerald colored, 

and she has prominent purple varicose veins bulging across the muscles of her body. She wears a stylish 

two-piece bikini with a belt and then a hooded periwinkle-colored silk robe overtop.  

 

Esmeralda was a college student in New York. She was on full scholarship for track and field. Her family 

was in her hometown in Brazil.  

 



DEW: Ivey is Flo’s right-hand and their powers work well in conjunction. Ivey is brash and appreciates that 

Flo is powerful and arrogant.  

 

IKON: powerful telepath and pusher. Corrupts cultist followers who begin to rot over time. Transformed 

into a giant tree and controls vegetation around Central Park.  

 

Ikon is a giant tree in the middle of Central Park. He conjured a face through the leaves of the tree. He uses 

the tree branches as powerful limbs. The tree can regenerate quickly.  

 

Ikon was a young school kid who knew Ohwon from the neighborhood. Ikon was a troubled kid and drug 

user. He was a misogynist and porn addict. He chose friends that he could corrupt.  

 

DEW: Ikon didn’t understand his transformation at first, but then he successfully defended himself against 

a mental attack by Bill Ides. He committed some atrocities around NYC until Flo approached him and 

offered him a greater purpose. Ikon protects NYC from telepaths, but he also has a cult of teens who he 

pushes to have orgies in the park at night. Ikon is a sadist and pervert.  

 

OLEGRAS: energy cannibal. Neural toxin saliva that can be projectiled. To absorb people into her Dragon 

Lair Limbo she first covers them in her saliva goo and then consumes them. In Limbo, Olegras appears as 

a Dragon Queen. On Earth, super strength, and durability.  

 

On Earth, Olegras is bulky and tough looking. Usually she is bald, and she wears a butcher’s apron into 

battle. In her Limbo realm, Olegras is a dragon woman. She is tall with hard, scaly skin. Her tail is long, but 

her wings are short and sharp. She has rows of teeth on the outside of her mouth and lined along her 

jawline.  

 

Olegras was a hotel manager in the Village in NYC. She had had a successful restaurant on Staten Island. 

Her bed-and-breakfast was more of a sex-and-breakfast for wealthy tourists and their prostitute 

companions. Olegras was a glorified madam.  

 

DEW: Olegras and LeStelle are a powerful pair and although they are members of the Hierarchy, they are 

only loyal to each other.  

 

r/K ALLEGHENY 

 

MR BAIRD: In beast form, has the size and strength comparable to a rhino and tiger combined. He has 

consciousness and uses his high-powered telepathy to shield the consciousness of animals from the 

perception of other superpowered telepaths. Super-powered telepaths are unable to control animals.  

 

Mr Baird is a Finnish Lapphund dog that transformed into a gigantic wolf beast. His razor-sharp claws can 

rip through six inches of steel and his jaws can chew through the trunk of a giant redwood tree in a matter 

of seconds. He wears a colorful harness.  

 



During the Exodus event, most house pets were abandoned at home and had to fend for themselves or 

perish. Mr Baird was chained in the front yard of his house in Chicago when Carl (Rebel Grey) found him. 

“Mr Baird” was the name on the dog tag and likely his owner.  

 

DEW: Mr Baird transformed into his beast form and acquired his telepathic ability. He uses his apparition 

dream form to haunt Bill Ides. Bill is unclear on which member of the Root is super-powered and 

pretending not to be, and he doesn’t realize that it is Mr Baird.  

 

REBEL GREY: non-superpowered human. Leadership abilities.  

 

Carl is very tall and has a powerful build. Had a mohawk and beard at one point. Carl wears a U.S. Civil War 

officer uniform into battle. He has a large gold eagle head epaulette on one shoulder of the uniform. 

 

Carl was part of the first group of people who were left behind during the mysterious mass Exodus event 

before the DEW hit. Carl was a university drop-out with all kinds of potential. He worked in a small indie 

video rental store. Carl became a leader for the Chicago reject group. Carl met Elle, K.K., Chupa, and Mr 

Baird during the Exodus event.  

 

DEW: When the exodus event ended and DEW hit, Carl led his group to the Allegheny National Forest. 

Only four from the Chicago reject group were also normal humans that had the immunity to telepaths 

after the DEW event. Carl began building an army of resistors. Eventually, their base, Stavertonia, has over 

one thousand individuals. Their goal is to reach Egypt and kill Bill Ides.  

 

ELLE: non-superpowered human. Brilliant intuition.  

 

She keeps her hair short and has a distinctive bullseye target tattoo under her left shoulder. She wears 

sleek light armor weighed down by holsters and ammo belts.  

 

Elle was an exceptional student and was the captain of the baseball team as well as the lead saxophone 

player in the school band. She trained after high school to be a French and Italian teacher. Elle or “L” 

became the love interest of Rebel Grey during the Exodus event.  

 

DEW: As a member of the Root, Elle became a general for Rebel Grey and she learned combat and 

marksmanship. She is a demolitions expert and can pilot helicopters.  

 

XANADU: flight, energy projection, ability to change his android form, super-intelligence. 

 

Xanadu carves a primitive happy-face symbol onto his metallic head, but he then covers that face with the 

skin of human faces which becomes frightening for an 8-foot robot. His metal body has creases to denote 

the separation of muscles and those creases light up with neon lights.  

 

Ohwon has a theory on the origin of Xanadu and believes that he is actually a robot and alien in origin. 

Ohwon noted that humans had the tech to send out messages but received nothing back. He conjectured 

that an alien force was blocking humans from receiving messages and after DEW he concluded that Xanadu 



was that alien robot force. Xanadu does claim to be AI and he speaks of his mothership. Xanadu also takes 

credit for all alien-based conspiracies.  

 

DEW: Xanadu focuses on the Root and has nuclear warheads stockpiled under their HQ without their 

awareness.  

 

BACUS: Regeneration, breathes underwater, death aura, enhanced physicality. Wears modified scuba-gas 

mask.  

 

BARKER: enhanced senses, healing factor, luck factor. She absorbs the memories of those she kills.  

 

WHITE OWL: non-superpowered human. Scout and hunter.   

 

LIONHAWK: non-superpowered human. Ex-pro-boxer and former heavyweight champion of the world.  

 

Lion is Cajun-Caribbean and wears a du-rag. He has tattoos across his shoulders.  

 

Lion started in boxing in small circuits in Louisiana. Eventually, he received title shots and became a 

champion briefly. He bulked up to be a contender in the super-heavyweight division but almost died in the 

ring after he was hit with a lucky blow to the temple. He was in a coma for several months.  

 

DEW: Lion was in a coma when DEW hit, and the local telepath had hospital workers dump him in his 

gurney in the back parking lot of the hospital. He woke up and sought answers. Eventually, he ran into 

Crimson Wolf who had been sent as a scout for the Root. The pair adventured together before returning 

to the Allegheny National Park.  

 

CRIMSON WOLF: non-superpowered human. Military-trained, martial arts expert, weapons proficiency, 

marksmanship, pilot. 

 

Wolf has short, slicked-back black hair. She wears light combat armor and camouflage mesh overtop. She 

has tactical optical equipment for targeting.  

 

Wolf was a special agent in the RCMP. She was on the homicide detective squad in Winnipeg. Eventually, 

Native mafia made it so that Wolf had to be reassigned. She was in a northern town in B.C. where she 

learned to be a hunter. She rejoined the Canadian military as part of a special forces unit.  

 

DEW: Crimson Wolf’s assignment for the Canadian military was in Sudan and when the DEW hit, she was 

close to Bill Ides’s temple. She had an opportunity to kill him but didn’t yet understand who he was. She 

headed back home and noticed Zoodles. She found the Root and joined them. She has special immunity 

to Bill Ides due to their early encounter.  

 

HENRIETTA: non-superpowered human. Cook and homemaker in Stavertonia. Green thumb and expert 

botanist. Proficient with a shotgun.  

 



BLACK SKULL: undead and enhanced hunter.  

 

Skull is Native American. He has size and strength. He usually keeps his hair in a long black ponytail. He 

wears battle gear with elements of modern armor and traditional Native chief garb. He paints a skull 

pattern over his metal face plate.  

 

Skull was a U.S. Marine and Native American chief. His tribe turned against him because they claimed he 

was a bad stereotype for their people as a warrior. Skull had hunting skill and was highly-trained in multiple 

forms of combat and weapons use. He was an elite soldier. He was Jerry Blackfoot and was in special forces 

in the Marines for ten years. His father committed suicide and Jerry became the tribal chief at age ten.  

 

DEW: Black Skull made his way to the Root and tried to blend in with them. Rebel Grey noticed Black Skull 

and tried to approach him. This led to a battle. Black Skull retreated but stayed in the Allegheny Forest 

area and occasionally hunts members of the Root.  

 

WHITEOUT: fear aura and control of a shadow realm where he can summon shadows as apparitions. He 

has a secret loyalty to LeStelle. He appears as a hooded ghost apparition and his face is always shadowed.  

 

CREEPER: rubber band body manipulation with burrowing ability. He has a secret loyalty to Olegras. His 

body seems skeletal, but his bones are skinless striated muscle. His heart is seen beating behind his ribs. 

 

STACK: non-superpowered human. Psychotic survivor. Stack was once a powerful general in the Root, who 

went mad and turned against the rebel group. Later, the Meddler trapped Stack inside a spider where one 

could see the man banging on the eyes trying to escape. Once, the Meddler released Stack, he focused his 

vendetta against superpowered beings instead of the Root.   

 

r/K ROUTE 66 

 

CRUNCHY: can manipulate her body to sand or stone form 

 

She wears a brown trucker cap and tight jeans with hiking boots.  

 

Crunchy grey up in San Diego and enjoyed the beach bum lifestyle. She worked as a lifeguard and did a lot 

of mountain hiking. Her family was from Toronto and moved back while she stayed and finished high school 

in California. Crunchy loves her new powers but is sad that she can no longer swim because she turns to 

quicksand.  

 

DEW: Crunchy began her journey back to Toronto by trying to fly out of LAX. The Meddler blocked her 

ability to use the airport. Crunchy then went to Las Vegas and ran into Papazudo, Lush, and some of the 

Host. Crunchy hitched across the old Route 66 and ran into many super-powered beings along the way. 

Eventually, Unitas and Black Tab were coming up from Florida and connected up with Crunchy who was 

already teamed up with Loona. Eventually, Crunchy made it to Toronto on her own and met with the Root 

before then having a run in with Adam Allfather and the Trumps.  

 



BLACK TAB: poison aura. Stinger ring projectiles. Manipulates acids. She has a smog cloud form. Disrupts 

electronics. Immune to corrosion, burning, and suffocation.  

 

Tabitha has short dark hair, and she is southern European. She has a black teardrop tattoo under her left 

eye. She wears fashionable boots and tight cut-off jean shorts. She wears green gloves. She has a halo of 

black smog over her head and around her wrists. She wears large hoop earrings. 

 

Tabitha was a cocky girl who didn’t care much for status quo society. She berated people for being 

“normies” and unoriginal. She was a popular girl in her hometown of Miami.  

 

DEW: Tab was devasted by her transformation because Bill Ides was making it so that nobody noticed her. 

Bill sent authorities to take her away to a mental institute, but she escaped easily by corroding the walls 

of her cell. She spotted the clones of Unitas and decided to calm down while tracking them around the 

city. Eventually, she found the anti-unit and hated him. The anti-unit led her back to Unitas, and she fell in 

love. Unitas and Tab destroyed the mental institute and then left Miami. They traveled along Route 66 and 

discovered Crunchy and some of the other superpowered being along that route.  

 

LOONA: controls gravity and has the power of flight. She can crush or explode objects. Her power allows 

her telekinesis. Subtle use of her powers allows her to put people to sleep or make them go insane. She 

can survive the vacuum of space.  

 

Loona has ivory white skin and dark blue short hair. She fashions a costume that resembles the plumage 

of the Loon bird. The bodysuit comes up to her neck with an elegant necklace pattern. Her sleeves have 

feathery trim. The body suit comes down her waist like a mini-skirt.  

 

Loona’s past is a mystery. Many of her anecdotes contradict each other.  

 

DEW: After the DEW hit, Loona flew to the moon and sat there for some time and contemplated life. She 

returned to Earth and met Crunchy.  

 

THE MEDDLER: change forms, teleportation, energy blast, invulnerability, power to resurrect.  

 

The Meddler appears as a traditional devil however his form is composed of jigsaw puzzle pieces. He 

appears and disappears through his puzzle style.  

 

The Meddler has a mysterious past but claims his name was Paul. He named himself Essential after DEW. 

 

DEW: The Meddler meddles in the affairs of all superpowered beings. He resurrects nuisances such as 

Wasteoid. He also resurrected all the Root after Adam Allfather killed them. The Meddler has a special 

interest in Crunchy.  

 

CHAINSAW GIRL: chainsaw dermis and super durability. Her chainsaw chains are embedded into her body. 

The chains come up across her belly and cover her nipples, appearing as suspenders. She has chains 



winding down her arms. She has zippered pockets in the flesh of her thighs and the pockets have unlimited 

storage space.  

 

Chainy keeps her blonde hair in a short mohawk and dyed mint green. She has two metal horns, and her 

skull is laced with metal. Chainy doesn’t require a top, but she wears khaki shorts and biker boots.  

 

Chainy was a self-taught mechanic and pro dirt bike rider. She traveled the USA performing at stunt shows 

and races. She was an adrenaline junkie and had a high pain threshold.  

 

DEW: Chainy was in a huge accident on the highway when the DEW hit. Her motorbike was clipped, and 

she was forced into oncoming traffic. She struggled to free herself from the wreck and discovered her 

powers when her chains cut her loose. Bill Ides made it so that people treated Chainy like she was normal 

which confused her. She decided to keep living normally since people were ignoring her transformation. 

Later, she had a run in with Crunchy and Chainy was mad because Crunchy was noticing Chainy’s 

transformation. They battled.  

 

TRAMPOLINA: super strength and massive muscular arms. Invisibility.  

 

Lina is blonde and very muscular. She dyes her hair pink sometimes. She was a bodybuilder. She wears a 

fitness outfit that resembles a volleyball uniform. She wears grappling gloves.  

 

Lina was a dispatcher for a trucking company. She also drove trucks, but her dream was to win 

bodybuilding competitions. She trained hard and won local competitions. She had begun shooting up 

steroids.  

 

DEW: Lina was shooting up steroids when the DEW hit, and she believed her transformation was a curse 

because at first, she was invisible and could only materialize through mental focus. Trampolina ran into 

Black Tab and Unitas, but they didn’t get along and battled. Later, Lina met Chainsaw Girl and they hit it 

off. Later, Lina and Chainy became nemeses of Crunchy.  

 

K.K.: engineering abilities and eidetic abilities.  

 

K.K. is a Cuban-American. He uses an exo-suit made for him by Ohwon. The highly-durable hybrid urethane 

suit can withstand great physical punishment, including high temperatures, and corrosion. The exo-suit 

has a bubble shield as well as cybernetic legs that can run a hundred miles an hour. K.K. also engineered 

powerful crutches for himself.  

 

K.K. grew up in Havana, Cuba. His father was in the favor of Castro and K.K. was allowed to leave Cuba to 

study in Chicago. He was one of the rejected during the Exodus event.  

 

DEW: K.K.’s transformation caused him to lose his ability to walk. At first, he joined the Root because he 

had been with them during the exodus event, but then he left to join other superpowered beings. Before 

leaving, Ohwon built his exo-suit and K.K. used his powers to help fortify the Root’s base, Stavertonia. K.K. 

became part of Crunchy’s Route 66 crew.   



 

IROC: transforms to vehicles. 

 

LUGNUT: multiple arms, adept mechanic. 

 

UNITAS: creates clones. First clone is the anti-unit and is an antagonist. In time, the clones become 

antagonists and Unitas and the anti-unit have to make physical contact to annihilate the clones.  

 

Unitas and his clones are identical in appearance. Unitas is a very attractive man with great physique. 

Unitas wears a black outfit with white trim, and the anti-unit has an inverted color scheme. The other 

clones wear grey outfits.  

 

Unitas was an unsuccessful small business owner. He had started a video game retailer combined with a 

candy shop. He hoped to attract local school kids, but the young men ended up jealous that the girls were 

smitten with Unitas. The boys sabotaged Unitas’s business in various ways, but Unitas never found out and 

was confused when his business failed.  

 

DEW: The transformation was a relief for Unitas who was muddled after his business failed. However, he 

now had to contend with his detestable anti-unit and the other clones that randomly went psychotic 

against him. It was still a decent trade-off. Unitas met Black Tab and they traveled together.  

 

LEX TALON: reciprocation “talionis” power. 7-barrel nock gun arm that shoots unlimited rounds of bullets. 

 

Lex has a rugged look and several scars from his career as a tough cop. Lex has a cowboy style and appears 

like a gunslinger from the Wild West. His boots have razor sharp spurs, and he wears a cowboy hat with a 

rim of sensors that alert him to danger.  

 

Lex was a brutal cop in Texas. He had a hard-on for rounding-up illegal immigrants and he ignored the law 

when dealing with Mexican cartel operating in the US. He was a patriot who was feared by his colleagues. 

He owned a strip club on the side and did most of his business out of his office at the club.  

 

DEW: Lex ran into Crunchy at a truck stop outside Las Vegas. Crunchy irritated him and they battled. 

Crunchy won the battle. Lex pursues Crunchy and seeks to even the score with her, but he can never beat 

her.  

 

CALIBER-841: undead with cybernetic parts. Pusher. Cyborg body has an arsenal of rockets and sensory 

defenses. The hydraulics in his knees allow him to jump very high and land safely. His backpack generates 

fuel and ammunition.  

 

Caliber is a decaying flesh and rusting metal zombie. He cannot speak but can communicate through a 

monitor crushed into the machinery of his chest – his communication is based in clips from movies, tv, 

music videos, and porn. Caliber has boots made from space shuttle panels. He wears a cracked space 

helmet that reveals his hideous rotting face.   

 



Caliber was a NASA astronaut, and he was part of a team on a mission to orbit Mars.  

 

DEW: When the DEW hit, Caliber and his crew were re-entering the Earth’s atmosphere in their shuttle. 

The shuttle crashed when Caliber transformed and went mad and attacked his crewmates. Caliber died in 

the wreckage but then completed his transformation and was rendered undead. Caliber has great strength 

but can overcharge and then releases an electrical storm around him. Caliber eats raw flesh to keep his 

flesh-based body functional. He drinks gasoline to keep his cybernetic parts functional. Crunchy tried to 

free Caliber from his wreck but then was scared by his chest monitor and she ran away.  

 

LUSH: giantess. Chameleon abilities and a radar sense. Latent bio-electric power through her radar sense 

which can allow her to see through walls.  

 

Lush is a black woman with afro puffs. She wears lots of jewelry and emulates the “ho” of blaxploitation 

subculture. She prefers slinky sleeveless open robes that reveal streamlined corset and shorts underneath. 

She wears hooker boots.  

 

Lush was in Chicago with Papazudo and they worked in the local casino. Papazudo became the house 

manager and made Lush his head of security because of her keen intuition. Slowly, they got into pimping 

around the casino.  

 

DEW: Lush and Papazudo were sent by Skank to Las Vegas to run the city. Crunchy showed up and battled 

the pair of giants. Lush is in Chicago when Crunchy finally arrives to face Skank.  

 

WASTEOID: a variety of low-level powers.  

 

Wasteoid is composed of excrement. His personality matches his form.  

 

Wasteoid was a petty drug dealer who pimped his sister for a time. He had periods where he was a junkie 

and other times when he was a gambling addict. He is a rapist and murderer.  

 

DEW: Wasteoid convinced Lush to sponsor him for membership in the Host. Lush agreed because she 

wanted a reason to battle Skank.  Wasteoid was harassing Crunchy when she arrived in Las Vegas. 

Papazudo murdered Wasteoid but The Meddler resurrected him. Wasteoid made his way to NYC. In New 

York, Wasteoid used his powers against young women and filled an abandoned house with them where 

he used them as mindless sex slaves. Many of the girls were underage. Ikon alerted Flo to what was going 

on and she acted against Wasteoid by killing him again. However, the Meddler resurrected Wasteoid again.  

 

r/K ENGLAND 

 

REIGN: ability to phase. Swings a big axe.  

 

She has a punk mohawk with a zombie wolf howling at a black sun tattoo on her arm. She dons Heavy 

Metal style warrior armor. Her leather chaps have skeleton hands grabbing her calves detailed on them. 



She has knee pads shaped like Stop signs. Her garters are barb wire. She has an elaborate bustier and huge 

gauntlet glove. She carries a giant labrys axe.  

 

Reign was unemployed and living at home with her parents. Her parents were anxious about her problems 

and wanted her to be on medication. She pretended to take medication. Then, her parents began 

vacationing for long periods in Spain. Reign was writing all day about her fantasy reality.  

 

DEW: Reign was in her first session with a psychiatrist when she was transformed. She began presenting 

herself to others as being from another dimension. Eventually, Bill Ides was bored of Reign’s antics and 

decided to have his mind-slaves ignore her. Reign snapped and decided that the world was a fantasy place 

for her to conquer. She projects her frustration onto Ginman and seeks to convince Lochness and the Cart 

Horde to attack Ginman’s Uprising.  

 

CHUPA: was a non-superpowered human for the Root, but during a transformation with Mr Baird, he 

became Chupa. Super strength, speed, endurance, and durability. He has enhanced animal senses and a 

healing factor. As a normal man, Barry was gritty and lucky. He risked his life for others and proved difficult 

to kill.  

 

As a normal man, Barry was physically large and powerful. He had a blonde beard with no moustache. He 

wore Civil War uniforms without sleeves. As Chupa, he is a werewolf based on Mr Baird as a Finnish 

Lapphund. He has unbreakable antlers, and his exposed chest has a color pattern similar to Mr Baird’s 

harness. Chupa wears specially crafted armor pieces gilded by the Cart Horde. 

 

Barry was in Chicago and had a wife and kids. He was struggling between two jobs to cover monthly 

expenses. He was a successful gambler and that helped. During the Exodus event, Barry met Rebel Grey, 

Elle, K.K. and Mr Baird.  

 

DEW: Barry was part of the original crew of the Root. As Chupa, Barry traveled to the UK and teamed up 

with Reign.  

 

LOCHNESS: giant, breathes underwater, sea-serpent horns that can sink ships. He cannot leave water for 

long periods.   

 

Lochness is a sea creature man and is the size of a large building. Half of his body is made up of a variety 

of sea predators which he can shed and re-grow. He sits in lakes. His whiskers are electric eels. He has a 

tentacle beard. He has a giant eye on his chest which is a squid-like creature he can release to protect him. 

Half of Lochness’s body is swollen unhealthy flesh covered in boils and barnacles. He wears a seaweed 

toga. 

 

Lochness was an older man who had suffered in life. He lost his job to artificial intelligence automation. 

He lost his wife who walked out on him because of his poor attitude. He lost contact with his kids when he 

turned to alcohol to manage his emotions. He learned he had skin cancer.  

 



DEW: Lochness was committing suicide in a Scottish lake when the DEW hit. Lochness hates Ginman for 

how he uses alcohol as a potion to ensure the loyalty of his cultists. Lochness challenges Ginman to invade 

Scotland, but Ginman leaves the giant alone in the north. Lochness has been affiliated with the Cart Horde 

and at times he leads them on attacks against Ginman in the south.  

 

EVANGELINE: shapeshifter. Radio frequency aura for mind control. 

 

Evangeline appears in the style of famous celebrities, but her preferred look is a glamorous Marge 

Simpson.  

 

Evangline was a powerful and wealthy corporate executive. She owned a distributor for Big Pharma. After 

the DEW, she used Big Pharma to peddler a placebo called XHT which she connected with her radio 

frequency aura. Evangeline was a media whore.  

 

DEW: Evangeline is attempting to consolidate her power in the UK however he only controls London which 

she has converted into a futuristic dystopia. The rest of the UK is controlled by Ginman and is kept 

medieval. Her organization, The Array bumble through crusades across Europe. The Array even attempts 

failed conquests of Atlantis and Bill Ides’s temple in Egypt.  

 

GINMAN: powerful healer. He can remove hunger and can turn water into alcohol. He can manage 

addictions for people. He is empathic and a low-level telepath. Uses his power to slow his aging. 

 

Ginman has a long, black beard. He is a powerful, sturdy man. He wears a long robe and hood that covers 

his eyes most of the time. He has streamlined, light armor underneath the robe.  

 

Gin lived in Oxford most of his life and was a professor of ethics at Oxford University. He had a wife and 

children. He was fascinated with the age of Druids and Stonehenge.  

 

DEW: Ginman leads his cult through Stonehenge daily. His crew of superpowered beings are called the 

Uprising. The Uprising battles the Fallen as well as the Array, and Lochness or the Cart Horde. The UK is a 

major hub of superpowered being activity. Ginman is a close ally of Bill Ides.  

 

BARBARIC ISA: naga woman who is composed of barb wire and uses barb wire as tendril weapons.  

 

ZOMBIE HOFFMAN: witchdoctor but not a zombie. He can cure disease or accelerate it. He is immune to 

poisons, parasites, bacteria, and viruses. His staff emits energy blasts that weaken his enemies.  

 

Hoffman has white hair and a white beard and moustache. He presents as a psychiatrist and models his 

look after Sigmund Freud. He smokes expensive cigars. He battles shirtless but his body shows signs of 

being diseased, but he is not affected by the visible condition.  

 

Hoffman wrote textbooks for high school curricula. He had a wife and two daughters.  

 



DEW: after the DEW hit, Ginman lured away Hoffman’s family to join his cult. Hoffman has vowed 

vengeance against Ginman.  

 

LOBOTOMOUS COAL: controls the elements (water, fire, wind, earth). He can summon thunderstorms and 

earthquakes at will. He can ignite a cornfield or bring a tornado down on a town.  

 

Coal’s head is a dead horse head, and the rest of his body is a man that has lacerations filled with straw. 

He dresses like a scarecrow.  

 

Coal has no memory of his life before DEW. His name was taken from an online video game player’s 

gamertag.  

 

DEW: Coal founded the Fallen from powerful beings that hate Ginman’s Uprising and Evangeline’s Array. 

Coal protects the Fallen HQ by having a tornado in a perfect ring around their farmhouse. It is eerily silent 

and serene in the eye of the storm.  

 

THE BANISHER: composed of light energy, and control of photons. Ironically, he manifests through 

darkness. Unlimited power and invulnerability.  

 

The Banisher appears as a demon-like hulk that is the light within darkness. If the Banisher were in the 

forest at night, his figure would be revealed by well-lit landscape behind him. When he shows up in 

Olegras’s Limbo, Argus’s Templeworld, or Calypso’s 8th Dimension, he appears as a real man donned in 

appropriate warrior garb.  

 

The Banisher was once a school principal who woke up with the sun rising and went to bed early. He barely 

experienced nighttime.  

 

DEW: The Banisher haunts people in the countryside of the UK. Eventually, the act became tired because 

Bill Ides “reset” those who encountered the Banisher. He joined the Fallen and began focusing on 

undermining Evangeline and Ginman.  

 

FEISTY: summons rope tendrils.  

 

IKEMAN: psionic vampire who converts life essence into elemental-based energy blasts. Small stature and 

razor-sharp claws.  

 

Ikeman is only four feet tall. His head is gnarly but can grow a thick protective hedgehog hair across his 

body.  

 

Ikeman was a successful trial lawyer in NYC. In his forties, he went back to school and completed a 

doctorate in psychology.  

 



DEW: Ikeman was in NYC during the DEW event, and he immediately teamed up with Ikon to sneak into 

the teen orgies that Ikon conducted in Central Park. Eventually, Ikon was tired of Ikeman being a sycophant 

and he forced Ikeman out of NYC. Ikeman traveled to the UK and joined Ginman’s Uprising.  

 

GUINNESS: pusher mind-control through the written word. 

 

His costume is a suit covered in glyphs. His face appears like it is covered in shattered glass with only one 

eye showing through the bullet hole.  

 

Guinness was a media mogul, and he owned several tabloid publications and networks across Europe. He 

had no professional ethics and was in courtrooms as often as he was in five-star spas. He enjoyed spreading 

paranoia and hysteria through news. 

 

DEW: Evangeline made Guinness the head of her secret police who are totally loyal to his written word. 

Guinness has a secret relationship with Scoobird and he intends to influence Bill Ides with his powers. 

Scoobird is aware of the duplicity and is merely playing along.  

 

ROBUSTUS: enhanced physicality. Metal dermis. His eyes are covered by a lion cowl which is how he sees. 

He carries a spiked metal battle club.  

 

LICORICE MAN: hunchbacked sorcerer who casts spells using organs of victims from the cultists of Ginman. 

He dresses in black tarred wraps. He can temporarily resurrect his cadavers through planting seeds or pills 

in them. Licorice Man has a secret loyalty to Lochness.  

 

COUNT BLESSING: pusher and telepath who protects London from other telepaths. He presents as a 

televangelist, and he helps organize the brainwashed masses of the Array. He encourages crusades to 

destroy Atlantis and Bill’s temple in Egypt.   

 

r/K THE MED 

 

TOTEM: powerful precognitive and her eyes reveal people’s fate, so she wears dark sunglasses at all times. 

Her tail is an anchor that can tear through the hull of battleships. Her tail and much of her skin are a 

malleable super-tough metal-laced organ. She has empathic abilities with sea creatures. Can breathe 

under water and she is a skilled hunter.  

 

Totem is a mermaid who lives in the ocean. She can breathe out of the water but has no legs. Her hair is 

in braided pigtails. She carries a harpoon spear. Sir Real sometimes alters Totem’s form so that she has 

legs. 

 

Edna Towers was a deep-sea diver and underwater explorer in the 1930s and 40s. She was exploring a lost 

WWI ship in the Mediterranean Sea during WWII. The Nazis captured Edna and forced her back to the 

search for the ship. The Allies arrived and chased off the Nazis but didn’t realize Edna was still underwater. 

Edna was trapped and died. Eddie Towers (Totem) was Edna’s granddaughter. Eddie trained as a deep-sea 

explorer.  



 

DEW: Totem was searching the ship where her grandmother died when the DEW hit. At first, she was 

transformed into a coral object. The coral object looked like it had a face carved into it and there was a 

mouth hole. When Evolucia parted the section of the Med Sea to create the site of Atlantis, her Atlanteans 

discovered Totem trapped in her coral form. Evolucia and Boogey Girl Cassie spoke to Totem, but they 

didn’t get along because Totem claimed to be a beautiful girl even though the coral face was hideous. In 

her coral form, Totem was able to weave pearls and spit them out the mouth hole. The pearls had precog 

powers and would change color based on upcoming events. Evolucia and Cassie made jewelry from the 

pearls. Manatee showed up and wanted pearls, but Totem refused, so Manatee cracked open the coral to 

get at Totem. Totem in her mermaid form emerged and she escaped to the water.  

 

CUCKOO MITTENS: neko with enhanced speed, strength, agility, and ferocity. Power to teleport in space 

and time. Her powers have some limits. Her teleportation rings can be used as weapons and have a variety 

of effects.  

 

Cuckoo has dark blue fur with light blue skin and pink pads. Her fuzzy fur comes up her legs like boots and 

up her arms like gloves. She has cat-like paws and cat ears. She has long blue hair.  

 

Cuckoo does not talk much about her past. She lives in the here and now.  

 

DEW: Cuckoo loves her powers. She enjoys traveling to different time periods, but she is menaced by only 

being able to travel to one future point which is an Ice Age where all humans died. In past periods she is 

worshipped as a goddess. Her ability to exist in the past is volatile and doesn’t last long, also she can’t 

travel far from the location where she started. Cuckoo Mittens and Fly Pig were in Egypt close to Bill Ides’s 

temple when DEW hit. They hang out with Bill pretending to be his muses, but they have secret loyalty to 

Atlantis.  

 

FLY PIG: power of uncanny luck (she can guess lock combos, walk through minefields, survive ten story 

falls) Anything nearly impossible is likely for her.  

 

Fly is a buta with fuzzy boar hooves and a curly little pig tail. She has boar-like tusks for horns. She has 

short wings. Fly has long wavy blonde hair.  

 

Fly, like Cuckoo, does not speak about her past. Fly likes to join hero teams on their adventures more than 

Cuckoo does.  

 

DEW: Fly and Cuckoo are best friends. Fly in interested in Bill Ides leaving the temple so she can move in.  

 

BILL IDES: the most powerful telepath on Earth. He can control the minds of billions of people at a time. 

He can erase memories. Under duress, he can control the minds of superpowered beings.  

 

Bill Ides pulled out his eyes during the DEW event. He has long white hair and a long white beard. He wears 

a long regal robe.  

 



Bill was an author of history books, and he was a world traveler. He wrote guidebooks despite living his 

whole life blind. He married and divorced once.  

 

DEW: Bill’s power is slowly driving him mad. He was in Egypt researching the temple that was to become 

his home. The pain of his transformation was so great that he gouged out his blind eyes. Scoobird showed 

up and helped him. He uses locals as an army and slave force to serve his needs. He can contact all 

superpowered beings mentally, but he cannot control them. However, he can control all nonpowered 

beings except for a small population, such as the Root. His power is managed through going to a special 

“time-lapse” dimension. Bill’s plan is to transition world power seamlessly over to superpowered beings. 

First, he has to prepare regular people and make sure all the superpowered beings are buying into the 

project.  

 

MANUKA: alters size. Turns diamond hard or turns to sludge. When attacked can emit a paralysis aura. 

 

Manuka is a slug-like monster. His hard shell resembles the prehistoric trilobite. He has a bug face with 

bug eyes and a mouth of razor-sharp teeth. He has four digits on his massive hands and feet.  

 

Manuka was a male escort along the Riviera and had met Cassie before DEW. He conceals his past and 

pretends that he was a casino security director.  

 

DEW: Manuka and Cassie teamed up and he was her bodyguard for a time. In Cassie’s dreamworld, 

Manuka appears as a giant slim mosquito-man named Mr. Black. Later, Manuka revealed his avarice and 

turned against Atlantis. His betrayal broke Cassie’s heart and she tries to get Manuka to turn away from 

evil deeds.  

 

MANATEE: hunter and super strength. Weapon-like extremities of suckers with razor-sharp teeth on the 

palms of his hands. Serpent-like tendril protruding from his forehead with his one eye on the end of it. 

Mouth of razor-sharp teeth. Death aura.  

 

Manatee is monstrous and huge. His body looks like gelatin rotting wet flesh. He has gills on his neck for 

breathing. His primitive costume is mummy wraps, but he usually presents in the officer uniforms of fascist 

armies from history.  

 

Manatee was Evolucia’s father, and they ran a small bookstore together in Barcelona.  

 

DEW: Manatee hunts and kills superpowered beings. His greatest fear is that he would feel compelled to 

kill Evolucia. There was a superhero named Papa Gaga aka Super G. Gaga had traditional Superman powers 

and fashioned his look after Hulk Hogan, however, he was clumsy in logic and often his intended good 

deeds were disastrous in execution. Gaga hired a trio of PR guys from the Root. He did a PR stunt where 

he fulfilled a wish for a sick child. The child wanted to walk on the moon, so Gaga flew to the moon and 

punched out a piece which he brought back to Earth, however, a piece of the moonrock chipped off and 

landed on a school killing many children inside. Gaga’s PR team pushed for Gaga to become President. 

Manatee decided to judge Gaga and deemed him unworthy of his powers. Manatee attacked and 

murdered Gaga.  



 

EVOLUCIA: controls water. Can summon animals. She is slowly getting younger and younger.  

 

Lucia’s skin is an emerald green, and sections are hard and scaly. Her hair is purple coral. She wears a pearl 

belt made of pearls made by Totem. She wears the shell of her father, Manatee, as a helmet.  

 

Lucia was a retired, small business owner living in Barcelona. She had a small bookstore of curious titles. 

She worked with her father at the store.  

 

DEW: Evolucia and Manatee were relaxing on the beach when the DEW hit, and they began transforming. 

Evolucia started getting younger, but the process started slowing down. Her father got younger as well but 

then devolved into ancestor animal states eventually becoming a fish-baby. Lucia went to pick up the baby 

but the body collapse and fell out of a hard shell. The guts of the fish-baby frothed in the Sun and Manatee 

was born. He slipped into the sea and later evolved into his monster form. Evolucia moved to the Greek 

Islands and raised a section of the Mediterranean Sea to unearth an ancient city. Scribe used his powers 

to rebuild the city as a paradise. Evolucia is the leader of Atlantis, and the city is a haven for all 

superpowered beings who are cooperative and peaceful. Bill Ides and Ginman are against the “elitism” of 

Atlantis.  

 

BOOGEY GIRL CASSIE: can use dreamworlds and in waking life can summon apparitions based on the 

nightmare fears of others.  

 

Cassie has grey-silvery skin and multi-colored neon hair. Cassie wears part of Manuka as a helmet.  

 

Cassie was a social butterfly and worked as a bartender in chic casino hotels. She had big dreams but didn’t 

go after them.  

 

DEW: Cassie is a co-ruler in Atlantis. Cassie has a friendly adversarial relationship with Evolucia.  

 

SCRIBE: twenty-feet-tall. Architect powers whereby the plans he draws become reality through his 

summoned workers. Whatever material he carves his plans into become a legion of workers to execute on 

the plans. The workers convert into the material needed to fulfill the construction plans. Scribe can also 

summon his workers as soldiers to protect Atlantis.  

 

Scribe is ibis-headed, and he wears a long robe over a powerful physique.   

 

Little is known of Scribe’s past although he is probably Greek.  

 

DEW: Scribe joined Evolucia and helped her build Atlantis. Scribe has a secret language with Evolucia, and 

the language allows them to conduct private business without alerting telepaths. The language is based 

on books that both Evolucia and Scribe are familiar with.  

 



MOOK: summons animals through a variety of calls. He has deafening and disorienting calls. He has the 

head of a walrus with indestructible tusks. His calls can cause flora to grow. Some of his calls can be heard 

from great distances.  

 

EPIC: super strength, agility, endurance, and durability that are slowly growing over time. After attacking 

Bill Ides, his powers stop increasing yet he siphoned mental powers from Bill which Bill secretly grants to 

Epic.  

 

Epic is a big kid and was being scouted in high school by top college football teams. He has a blonde 

chinstrap and keeps his hair scruffy.  

 

Epic went to high school with the other members of the Realness.  

 

DEW: Epic was eager to travel to Egypt to stop Bill Ides. He was angry and scared about how Bill was making 

his family and friends ignore him. Epic was enjoying using sports equipment to fend off Bill’s legions of 

mind-slaves in Egypt. Eventually, the casual murder weighed on his conscience and turning it into a game 

didn’t work as an excuse. He moved on Bill and attacked him. Bill tried to turn Epic against the rest of the 

Realness and Epic was calling himself “God Mode” and acting like a disciple of Bill Ides. The Realness 

knocked Epic free from Bill’s clutches (or so they thought). Amp left the team. Eventually, Epic, Fail, and 

Flunky joined Bill Ides and worked to bring about his vision for the future of Earth.  

 

SCOOBIRD: high-powered pyrokinetic. Medium level telepath.  

 

Scoo has a somber demeanor. He never smiles. He wears regular clothes and suits.  

 

Scoo’s wife passed away a year before the DEW and Scoo became bitter that she wasn’t given a chance to 

gain superpowers. He fantasizes about her having water-powers to counter his fire. He has a weird fetish 

for Evolucia. He was a freelance architect who had been hired to help with the archaeological restoration 

project where Bill’s temple is located.  

 

DEW: Scoobird was at Bill’s temple when DEW hit. Bill talks to Scoo as if he were a bird and “shoos” him 

away when Scoobird displeases him. Scoobird sees himself as Bill’s conscience. Bill’s demeaning of 

Scoobird has the effect of making Bill unintuitive about Mr Baird being a telepathic dog.  

 

RULE: necromancer, with a variety of malevolent spells. Energy projection.  

 

Rule is of Persian descent and has a long dark beard. He is very tall and lanky. He wears a ceremonial 

Persian robe and Persian warrior helmet.  

 

Rule was an Iranian politician and Mullah. He cared nothing for Islam and secretly he studied ancient 

religions. He was a follower of the cult of Baal.  

 

DEW: After transforming, Rule began restructuring the Middle East using his powers. He caused typhoons 

in India which wiped out millions. He forced Iraqis to serve Persians as a slave caste. When he turned his 



attention to Israel, Bill Ides interfered. Rule and Bill battled, but Rule was humbled and submitted to Rule’s 

will.  

 

FLUNKY: power to manipulate oxygen molecules. She can rust metal and disintegrate it. She can make 

substances explode. She can cut off air supply to living creatures. She could destroy the Ozone layer if she 

understood her powers better.  

 

Kiki’s hair is rainbow-colored and in a bob style. Her eyes are also rainbow-colored. She has little rainbow-

colored bubbles that float around her at all times.  

 

Kiki was a happy teenager and enjoyed playing in Fail’s band. She was very active in the community. She 

was horrified by what Bill Ides did by making her family and friends ignore her.  

 

DEW: Bill has nefarious plans for Flunky because her powers are so awesome. After Flunky accidentally 

killed one of Bill’s mind-slaves she temporarily left the Realness and traveled with Cuckoo and Fly.  

 

FAIL: energy blasts from his mouth. Uses a whistle for flight. His puffs can jimmy locks. His scream can blast 

a hole through a bank vault door. He can whisper and create disorientation in others. The intensity of the 

“call” is shown through a variety of colors.  

 

Fail is a rocker kid and has long black hair. He is tall and slim, but with broad shoulders. He wears t-shirts 

that showcase famous band album covers.   

 

Fail was a high school student with the other members of the Realness. He was the frontman of a band 

that he coaxed Amp into.  

 

DEW: The Realness battled endless waves of Bill’s mind-slaves. They tried hard to not kill the slaves. Fail 

considers Bill’s defense signals that he has critical weaknesses which the Realness can exploit.  

 

r/K TOKYO 

 

CALYPSO: rules her 8th Dimension realm where she is all-powerful. She can travel through artwork on Earth. 

If people make physical contact with the artwork, she can absorb them into her realm. The 8th Dimension 

uses affect against people. Often, her victims are returned to Earth in a catatonic state.  

 

She presents as an adult woman although when the DEW hit, she was only twelve years old. She can 

change appearance whimsically, but usually has pink hair and mint-green outfits over alabaster white skin. 

 

Calypso spent most of her childhood in an orphanage. She was treated poorly at the orphanage and 

blamed for drowning her best friend. She was moved to a mental institute. She didn’t speak another word 

after the incident, and she only communicated through drawing.  

 

DEW: Upon being transformed, Calypso used her powers to enter the 8th Dimension through her drawings. 

Calypso despises Flo and she haunts the Hierarchy attempting to lure them to the 8th Dimension.  



 

MR JINGLE: psionic weapons, stealth factor. Creates mannequins from those he kills.  

 

Mr Jingle’s attire is similar to a noir detective. He has a unique moustache and beard.  

 

NOOEY: sleep aura, ruler in dream realm. Heightened senses and hunter.  

 

ARGUS: Size and invulnerability. Carries Temple as a skull as well as a large meat cleaver. Being struck with 

the mystical cleaver allows Temple to transport the person to Templeworld realm. In Templeworld, Argus 

is a warrior chief.  

 

Argus was a Chinese man and is now headless. Temple is merely a strange bull-like skull. Argus has eye 

tattoos all over his chest and arms. The eyes seem alive. He wears workpants and is otherwise shirtless.  

 

Temple was Megumi’s cannibal uncle who was attacking Argus.  

 

DEW: Argus was being attacked by Temple when DEW hit, and then they transformed into one body where, 

Temple chopped off the head of the body to be separated from his “victim”. Now, Argus and Temple work 

together. In Templeworld, superpowered beings lose their powers and have to survive in the primitive 

savageland. However, if normal people that enter Templeworld then escape it they are imbued with 

superpowers. Argus has a head in Templeworld and he is the ruler of the realm. Argus is a cruel barbarian 

overlord in Templeworld. Bushman is the hero protector in Templeworld and it seems he might have 

always been there and it might be his cosmic realm that was hijacked by Argus and Temple.  

 

ABLACK: shapeshifter, teleportation, energy projection 

 

Ablack has some connection to Mr Dude as well as The Banisher suggesting she may be from the Nth Rock. 

Ablack originated from Templeworld where she is the gateway to escape that realm. However, she also 

exists on Earth as a witch, and she enjoys invading Calypso’s 8th Dimension as a living virus that blacks out 

the artistic quality of that realm.  

 

BARB PAPA: necromancer in the 8th Dimension. He presents as a wall with windows. He can be in any of 

the windows at any time. He has a long pink beard that he munches on with his mouth, but otherwise has 

no other facial features.  

 

WIZARD SLEEVENS: sorcerer in the 8th Dimension. Father figure for Calypso. He is a tour guide to 

newcomers in the 8th Dimension. He takes the form of people’s worst enemies from life but presents 

himself as friendly and inviting. His natural form is that of a melting sun in the painterly sky of the 8th 

Dimension.  

 

HERON: enhanced hunter with razor-sharp wings and razor talons. Heron was originally in Atlantis but left 

to join Nooey in Tokyo. When Heron pulls her wings in around an opponent they are transported to a dark, 

silent, and empty realm that resembles where they were. Heron uses their realm to put her opponents to 

sleep.  



 

RUINER: phantom-form and takes control of non-superpowered humans imbuing them temporarily with 

a variety of superpowers which suit the person’s character. 

 

CANDY PINK: healer, pheromone pusher promoting “love” effect. Candy is from the 8th Dimension but can 

leave and fight alongside Calypso. She is completely pink in appearance.  

 

MAMA NOOSE: Sorceress from the 8th Dimension 

 

KING KING: giant cephalopod, powerful telepath 

 

King King is a giant jellyfish-man who swims around Japan protecting its borders and maintaining 

telepathic control over the nation. It takes King King under an hour to swim around the entire set of islands 

that comprise Japan. He has a lair in the Marianas Trench. King King begs Xanadu for help attaining an 

android body to host his consciousness.  

 

DR PANG: body manipulation, resurrection 

 

Dr Pang and King King rule over Tokyo and most of Japan. Dr Pang appears as a gigantic paper-thin surgeon 

towering over the city. Dr Pang has used his power to block the sun behind dark clouds and this renders 

Tokyo to perpetual night. He uses select humans as light cells which he suspends in the air around the city 

like surreal lantern string lights. Dr Pang promotes predation among Japanese people and has organized a 

kind of Vampire Nation ruling caste.  

 

SUPER GAG: Nth Rock version of Papa Gaga. Super Gag focuses on small tasks which he gets a luck factor 

for instead of big undertakings which are cursed.  

 

PAPAZUDO: giant with a rage factor that allows him to grow larger but is weakened by the state.  

 

Papa Z is black, and his family was originally from Brazil. He is distantly related to Ivey. He has two 

prominent scars on his shoulders. He emulates the style of the blaxploitation pimp. He wears fashionable 

three-piece suits, scarves, and fedoras with big feathers. When he battles shirtless, he has a huge gold 

chain with a “Z” emblem modeled like a dollar sign. He can use the chain as a weapon.   

 

Papa Z was in Chicago with Lush, and they worked in casinos, eventually getting into prostitution rackets.  

 

DEW: Papazudo and Lush were sent down to Las Vegas by Skank. They battled Crunchy. However, once 

Papa Z realized that Lush was planning on turning against Skank, he decided to get away. He traveled to 

Tokyo where he controls vice.  

 

r/K THE FORUM 

 

BAST: goddess for the multiverse. Omnipotent and omniscient. In battle, she uses powers of other beings 

and can use many at the same time.  



 

Bast is an exotic beauty with no equal. She wears a tight cat suit embroidered and designed like an ancient 

Egyptian queen’s royal dress.  

 

Bast claims she is the daughter of the God Minos (white man) and the Goddess Neaa (Chinese woman). 

She also purports that she was incubated in the spleen of the giant Grym (African man). Her ethnicity is a 

mix of her three parents. Bast is immortal and has lived for countless eons. She tells stories of the Forum, 

but currently they are hibernating to refresh their memories and feel experience as novel. Bast is not 

hibernating and keeping watch.  

 

DEW: Bast is not humble. She is an antagonist on Earth when she chooses to intervene in events. She is 

responsible for the DEW event.  

 

SASSY: mystical cosmic being. Indestructible with an indomitable rage mode. Diamond-hard dermis and 

razor-sharp hair. Her claws tear through any material like tissue paper.  

 

Sassy is green-skinned with patches of fur, quills, and scales. She is extremely muscular, and her eyes glow 

yellow rimmed with a bronze glow. She wears an armoured two-piece bikini into battle. 

 

Sassy is a bodyguard for Bast, and she is the guardian protector of the Nth Rock asteroid where Bast has 

cryonic chambers with versions of Earths superpowered beings that originate from other universes in the 

multiverse. The gate to alternate universes is in the Nth Rock.   

 

DEW: Sassy prepared Phyllis from her cryonic stasis chamber. She sent Phyllis down to Earth. Sassy battled 

a Rule and Hellgrade who broke out of their cryonic chambers. They escaped to Earth.  

 

C.C.: hunter. Six arms that are powerful and destructive. She can live underwater and can liquify earth to 

ride it as a wave.  

 

Ceecee is onyx-skinned and has a purple glow with bright purple eyes. The back of her head is a giant 

lobster claw that can extend. Two of her arms are normal, two are extendable scorpion stingers (at 

latissimus dorsi) and two are crab claws (at trapezium). She has a belt of pearls like Evolucia.  

 

Ceecee is an alternate universe version of Manatee from the Nth Rock. In that alternate universe, 

Evolucia’s mother lived, and the father died. It is unclear if the pearl belt was gifted to Ceecee by her 

universe’s Evolucia or whether she killed that Evolucia.  

 

DEW: Ceecee coerces Sassy into releases two former allies from cryonic chambers on the Nth Rock. Kiora 

and Civet were released, and the trio traveled to Earth. Kiora and Civet pretended to attack Ceecee so that 

the Atlanteans would trust Ceecee. Evolucia trained Ceecee to be a hunter against Manatee.  

 

 

r/K CHARACTERS – MINOR 

 



FUNGO: non-superpowered human who defected from the Root and joined Super Nomad. Fungo was 

inspired by Super Nomad and used homemade weapons and gadgets in battle. Fungo became a nuisance 

to the Hierarchy and Flo decided to alter his organic matter. She mocks Super Nomad through referring to 

his old teammate as “Fungus”.  

 

TORRENT: Xanadu found a superpowered being that had been transformed into an android. Xanadu 

ordered Torrent to collect all the nuclear warheads from the world and then they were stored under the 

Root HQs known as Stavertonia. Xanadu then sent Torrent to his mothership beyond the Oort Cloud at the 

edge of Earth’s solar system.  

 

HOSER & BONBON: Hoser had an elephant head with a short trunk but a water-blasting trunk arm. His 

wife Bonbon had control over steam which she could turn into flame and manipulate. The couple tried to 

attack Flo. Flo used her power to kill the couple and converted them to a stone statue that she keeps in 

her penthouse garden.  

 

SEISMA: She is four-inches tall and has a rocky, craggily dermis. She creates physical vibrations from her 

touch. She can open fissures in the ground. Seisma has no mouth and communicates through sign 

language. Occasionally, Seisma arrives in NYC to battle Lash, but most of the time she is in Mexico City 

attacking Mexican cartels and police to amass wealth which she stores in an underground bunker that only 

she can access through opening up the earth.  

 

HEATSTROKE & HAILSTORM: Heatstroke energy blasted from his fists and then converted absorbed 

damage into a protective heat shield that would repel attackers. Hailstorm was his wife who rode on a 

floating iceberg shooting hailstones from her fists. Sassy released the couple’s doppelgangers from the Nth 

Rock. Heatstroke fell in love with his doppelganger, and they left Hailstorm. Hailstorm was devastated and 

she killed her doppelganger in a fit of rage. Hailstorm then entered Calypso’s 8th Dimension. Calypso found 

the Heatstroke lovers and lured them into her realm. Hailstorm now attacks the Heatstrokes and none can 

escape the 8th Dimension. Eventually, Barb Papa turned the Heatstrokes into Spike and Pierce.  

 

SPIKE & PIERCE: they were the two Heatstroke gay lovers until Barb Papa transformed them. They hate 

Calypso and try as best they can to upset her plans. They help new victims brought to the 8th Dimension.  

 

BOO: powerful witch who plays on the themes of fairy tales. Boo is a trickster who messes with 

superpowered beings. She convinced Wasteoid that she has her own paradise dimension inside a garbage 

can on Earth and now Wasteoid searches through garbage cans. Boo brought Xaq to life from the pages of 

Skank’s diary. Boo claims to be Loona’s mother.  

 

ADAMITE: Boo created a mini-me version of Adam Allfather who has weak versions of Adam’s powers. 

Adamite was sent to Japan to terrorize Megumi who went home after leaving the Trumps. Megumi 

considers battling Adamite to be dishonorable.  

 

HYPR, ANGR, & DETH: Boo converted three non-superpowered beings into superpowered “powerpuff” 

girls in Boogey Girl Cassie’s dream dimension. The trio haunt Cassie when she is attempting to manipulate 



people in their sleep. The trio are separate neon colors, and they combine to become the “Purple People 

Eater”. However, Boo may be the Purple People Eater in disguise.  

 

GUSHER, STENCH, & THE PEST: Cassie convinced Hypr, Angr, & Deth to become loyal to her and go after 

Boo. Boo punished the trio and transformed them into ghouls. Gusher siphons iron out of blood creating 

an anemia or can provoke hemophilia. Stench generates mold and moisture through a hot touch and 

generates a stench that causes nausea. The Pest summons insects and can morph into an insect. The trio 

cannot change their form on Earth, but in Cassie’s dreamworld they return to their beautiful neon forms. 

The trio joined the Fallen.  

 

SOLUTION: non-superpowered human who is immune to telepathy. Solution didn’t want to join the Root 

because he is paranoid. He is convinced that superpowered beings are all vampires and part of a Vampire 

Nation conspiracy. Solution models himself as a vampire hunter and he first focused on attacking the Host 

in Chicago. Skank got annoyed and made a gust of wind carry Solution to London where he was made to 

harass the Array. Evangeline got fed up with Solution’s antics and had Crash capture Solution and drop him 

off in Tokyo. Solution continues killing “vampires” in Tokyo which makes sense given how King King and Dr 

Pang have the city set up in perpetual night.  

 

KIORA: violet-colored anaconda woman from the Nth Rock who arrived on Earth with Ceecee and Civit. 

Kiora is filled with hundreds of snakes and if she is killed the snakes exit her body and her skin congeals 

into a ball. The ball forms into an egg, and Kiora hatches. Kiora enjoys constricting her enemies.  

 

CIVET: civet woman with razor-sharp claws and wits to match. She arrived on Earth from the Nth Rock with 

Ceecee and Kiora. Civet pretends to be friends with Ivey because Ivey has a fear of snakes and is terrified 

of Kiora. Civet fights with the Hierarchy on occasion.   

 

ROPER: Roper can transform into any object he has touched and then when he alters back to his body the 

object that he was representing remains but is set to detonate as if it were a brick of C4. Roper is a mad 

bomber who most superpowered beings despise. However, the Meddler convinced Roper to transform to 

the wailing wall in Jerusalem. Roper is waiting for instructions from the Meddler on when to leave and 

detonate the religious site.  

 

TINO & MIRANDA: a couple of hulks that have super physicality only when they are in close proximity. 

They look like twins, but when they are separated their faces change and it is clear that they are different 

looking people. Also, when they are separated, their hulk bodies shrink back to normal size, and they lose 

their powers. Skank keeps the pair as guards outside her private chamber in the Meat Market.  

 

MOONCRY & HUSH: twin brother and sister who absorb all sound around them. They always hold hands 

and when their hands are separated the space is filled with a powerful black hole. Loona discovered the 

pair and decided to leave them alone in the desert. The Meddler tried to pry them apart to destroy the 

Earth, but Sir Real forced the Meddler to fill the space in the black hole and for a short time, Mooncry and 

Hush were able to live normal lives.  

 



JACQUENETTA: non-superpowered human. She is obsessed with stopping Calypso and she travels far and 

wide using black paint to erase visual art. Eventually, Jacquenetta was caught and locked up. Spike and 

Pierce allow Jacquenetta to escape into the 8th Dimension through her drawings in prison. The authorities 

catch up to her in time.  

 

PAPA GAGA PR TEAM: three non-superpowered rejects from the Root who became the PR team for Papa 

Gaga before he was killed by Manatee. Manatee then dragged the trio up to Zoodles Toronto and dropped 

them off. Wim, Scott, and Sofi struggle to survive in Zoodles.  

 

TEETHFACE: When the Rule from the Nth Rock was killed and turned to dust, The Banisher used his power 

to resurrect the dust and he created Teethface. Teethface cancels spells based on physical proximity to 

sorcerers, wizards, witches, etc. Teethface is a spook. Teethface can travel to other realms such as Olegras’s 

Limbo, Calypso’s 8th Dimension, and Argus’s Templeworld. Teethface’s head is just a mouth full of teeth 

and he doesn’t seem to have a distinct personality.  

 

STRAWBERRY QUEEN: Sir Real transformed a low-level superpowered being into a doppelganger of Flo 

and presented her as an Nth Rock doppelganger. Strawberry Queen has cybernetic legs which allow her 

to fly. She emits different auras and has a form of energy cannibalism. She consumes opponents and 

renders them to flies in amber. Over time, the amber melts and her victims transform from the insects 

back to their normal form. Her auras protect her from Flo’s powers.  

 

LYCEE: non-superpowered human who was Barry’s lover before he became Chupa. Lycee died when Adam 

Allfather attacked the Root, but the Meddler didn’t resurrect her like the others. Instead, the Meddler 

brough Lycee back as a bloodthirsty harpy. Lycee has chameleon ability until she tastes blood and then she 

becomes visible. She turns beet red and swells up. Eventually, she is too bloated to fly.  

 

SUICIDE SUZY: non-superpowered human who was Elle’s best friend. Suzy had been pretending to not be 

superpowered. She is a powerful telepath who uses her power to “tumor” her enemies and make them 

suicide. Suzy is psychotic and a loner. Bill Ides blamed Suzy for the haunting he experiences from Mr Baird.  

 

IAM THE CRUSHER: Iam is a medieval stone juggernaut that appears similar to a chess Rook piece. His face 

is on his torso instead of having a head. He has a good sense of humor and Ginman appreciates Iam as an 

entertainer as well as a physical force to be reckoned with. Iam toys with his enemies. He has diamond 

spiked gauntlets, and he carries a spiked paddle which he uses to spank his enemies. He is known to sit on 

opponents and tickle them until they asphyxiate. 

 

PRESENCE: she is Iam’s lover. She has enhanced physicality. She is bald and has interesting tattoos that 

appear as a helmet and suspenders.  

 

SNOUSER: son of Guinness. Snouser sprays ink from his fingers and he can mark the mind-controlled with 

glyphs on their foreheads to convert them to his cause.  

 

THE STRAVE: dragon demons in Olegras’s Limbo. They began as pods in the realm, but the more Olegras 

consumed in the real world and added to the Limbo realm, the more the Strave evolved. Eventually, they 



were fully-formed and had wings. They began flying around the rafters of the Limbo realm. Eventually, 

Olegras regurgitated the Strave and they appeared on Earth. The move be Olegras had the side-effect of 

rendering Olegras to her dragon-form on Earth. The Strave wings are made from bones, and they weave 

bone material from their saliva. They can forge weapons from their spit. Their blood releases a paralyzing 

toxin when they bleed. They have natural crowns on their heads that are razor sharp. They have orbital 

bones that protect their eyes and a row of sharp teeth on the outside of their mouth along their jawline. 

The males have shorter crowns from the females, but they have longer chin teeth which appear like 

beards. They flesh is onyx-colored and the bones are ivory white. The eight Strave that escaped were: 

Stray, Taxess, Stibreal, Tangda, Stahnir, Tarqr, Strad, and Tearl. Sir Real transformed Tarqr and Tearl into real 

girls and they manifested powers that had a relationship to their dragon-form origins. Eventually, Olegras 

convinced the Strave still inside her Limbo realm to recapture the others. She sent out Strobe, Tearin, Straz, 

That, Strazor, Tok, State, Tite, Stith, and Taz. Sir Real converted Taz to a real human.  

 

FURBAROOK: Argus and Temple absorbed a madman to their Templeworld realm. In Templeworld, he 

became Furbarook and was a barbarian warlord seeking to dethrone Argus. For a time, Furbarook believed 

that he had defeated Argus by beheading him. He offered the skull of Argus to Ablack in order to be 

released from Templeworld. Instead, the headless Argus emerged from Ablack and attacked Furbarook. 

Argus reclaimed the skull and reattached it although it never grew back flesh and facial features.  

 

CRASH THE PILOT: Crash expresses as a crash test dummy and he is a military commander in the Array, 

especially during Count Blessing’s crusades. His body is super durable, and he has the strength of an 

android. Crash wears an old navy captain uniform. His arm is a canon. Crash has the power to alter 

adrenaline levels and he can send soldiers into battle in a frenzied state. 

 

WHIPPER SNAPPER: Whipper is a ten-year-old girl with a scorpion tail and hard dermis along her back. Her 

tail has a stinger on the end. Whipper has a positive, upbeat attitude which is much appreciated in Atlantis. 

 

ISLA & RANA: Isla is a palm tree girl who provides ambrosia to the superpowered beings of Atlantis. The 

ambrosia is produced through Isla’s tears of joy. Rana is a shark girl who can live on land, and she cracks 

wise causing Isla to laugh.  

 

HANNIBAL: Hannibal is dwarfish in stature yet powerfully strong. He is a bodyguard for Evolucia. He has 

two sets of unbreakable tusks – two as horns, and two boar-like tusks protruding from his jowls. His hide 

is diamond hard.  

 

THE PARADIGM: Xanadu presented an alien species to Earth which he claimed were his creators. They 

were golden-hued beings who were born blue and white skinned but who acquired a golden hue based 

on killing enemies in battle. They were a competitive race who now sought to hunt the superpowered 

beings of Earth and maintain their “tan”. The Paradigm had no superpowers but were advanced 

technologically. The superpowered beings of Earth made short work of the Paradigm. Four members of 

the Paradigm survived, including Brock, Hasana, Gus, and Zarea. Brock joined the Array, Hasana and Gus 

decided to join the Root, and Zarea ended up in Templeworld.  

 

SHOCKA: violent dominatrix with a mohawk of electrified chains. She carries a whip.  



 

DR CHISEL: non-superpowered human who is an expert tattoo and body modification artist. She is in the 

Meat Market with a shop on the main floor. She is also a master torturer when needed.  

 

DR DOSE: alter metabolic rates and can emaciate or bloat victims to the point of death.  

 

HESTIA: a warrior woman originally from Atlantis who defected to the Array because she fell in love with 

Evangeline. Hestia is always the general in the front lines when the Array lead armies against their enemies. 

Hestia always wears her war helmet even when she is in a power suit in London. Hestia is a powerful 

telekinetic who uses soldiers as weapons on the battlefield.  

 

KHAN: powerful telepath who creates illusions similarly to what The Hideous Twist does. Khan sieges 

Moscow and keeps its residents in a state of terror. He is slowly starving them and destroying their city. 

Khan presents to Muscovites that their city is being sieged by tens of thousands of medieval warriors 

although it is merely Khan conjuring the illusion alone.  

 

GROWL & XIT: imps from Olegras’s Limbo realm. Xit is kept in a cage and Growl is sent out on tasks. Olegras 

promises to free Xit after her mark into the wall for each completed task goes all the way through and light 

shines into her chamber.  

 

ABO: skeleton minotaur in the pits of Olegras’s Limbo realm. He breathes fire and spit venom. He stalks 

those dropped into the pits. Abo respects those who don’t fear him, and he will help them escape the pits.  

 

LAG-SWITCH & TWO-PIECE: Kid soldiers for Pwn’s Range. They are known for cheating whenever they 

believe they are being tested.  

 

WALLY GOG: quartermaster in Pwn’s Range. Wally Gog is a weapons expert. He wears thick glasses.  

 

SPORE & SPIRE: ferrymen in Olegras’s Limbo realm. Spore ferries laterally and Spire ferries vertically. Spore 

is composed is glowworms, while Spire has a magic 8-ball head which is the way he communicates. 

 

ABEL: the first victim sent to Olegras’s Limbo realm. He was an idiot savant on Earth who gained intellect 

in Limbo. He tries as hard as he can to not be ejected from Limbo and when others are looking to escape 

he attempts to sabotage their efforts. He knows the realm better than anyone because he has been there 

the longest.  

 

SPQR: “Spork” is a moron who threatens demons and other creatures in Olegras’s Limbo realm. He makes 

his armor from pots and pans. Demons mainly ignore him because he is a non-threat.  

 

BUSHMAN: Silver-back gorilla with human intellect and speech. He is the leader of heroes in Templeworld. 

He was a powerful telepath that was absorbed by Argus on Earth. Bushman trains heroes and turns them 

into hardened warriors. Bushman has many disciples. Templeworld presents numerous threats from giant 

insects to hybrid dinosaurs and sabre-beaked birds. Bushman’s disciples are Tol Bear, Turko Mane, Tanta 



Roar, Jillyfish, Odom Prowl, and Nia Preen. Each disciple channels the style of a power animal and have 

war paint that reflects the affinity.  

 

CHEEKY: malevolent chimpanzee who is a sidekick for Argus in Templeworld. He can only be killed through 

decapitation, but he slowly grows a new body.  

 

PAPA NOIA: demonic clown that has a funhouse tent in the middle of an empty field in the UK. Papa Noia’s 

funhouse has a mix of tricks that can prove deadly to guests.  

 

THE WHOOPING: executioner “boss” in Pwn’s Range. Sometimes, the Whooping seems to be a caring, 

empathetic character, however, it is merely an odd side-effect to spending so much time with Pwn and 

being exposed to his hate aura.  

 

AFK: a kid soldier in Pwn’s Range that doesn’t make much of an effort.  

 

GONZO & DUNZO: kid soldiers in Pwn’s Range that cheese and act bizarrely. They might start walking into 

walls or stop battling to do a coordinated dance on the battlefield.  

 

BEAST MODE: the most elite kid soldier in Pwn’s Range. He wants to be promoted to boss but Pwn enjoys 

watching him dominate as a “player”. 

 

IND & ANGRAMA: cocoons emerged in the Solar System. The cocoons grew and hatched into planets which 

eclipsed the Sun all day. Earth was able to be destroyed, when Sir Real and the Meddler decided to team 

up to stop the planets. The planets became two giants and they explained that they had not intended to 

destroy the earth and were merely attracted to the earth as a planet. They left the Solar System. Bast 

showed up after and kidnapped Adam Allfather.  

 

SOBEK-RA: The superheroes of Earth worked together to get Adam Allfather back from Bast. Xanadu 

allowed the heroes to use his mothership to travel to the far end of the galaxy to retrieve Adam. After 

retrieving Adam, Bast summoned Sobek-Ra. Sobek-Ra began challenging superpowered beings and when 

he defeats them, he removes their powers. New alliances were forged to protect themselves against 

Sobek-Ra. New superpowered beings emerged to face the threat. Sobek-Ra then opened the gates of the 

Nth Rock and ushered in superpowered beings from alternate universes. When the dust settled, things 

went back to normal but some superpowered beings were dead or sent through the gateway on the Nth 

Rock and new superpowered beings rose into positions of prominence. Sobek-Ra transformed into a fuzzy 

dragon named Sobird and became a pet for Bast.  

 

DOZA & OHM: two superpowered beings that came through the gateway on the Nth Rock during the 

Sobek-Ra crisis event. However, the pair stayed in hiding on the asteroid. Later, they tried to attack Sassy 

and she defeated them and kept them as hounds that she sends to Earth for particular tasks. Doza 

amplified powers of others while Ohm is a master of magnetism.  

 

THELMA: Boo wanted to torment Ikeman for being ugly, and she created Thingamagig from a beautiful 

young woman that Ikeman fancied. Thingamagig was a monstrosity from head to toe. Thingamagig was 



mindless but had powerful hammer arms and appeared like a giant Mantis Shrimp. Thingamagig was able 

to beat down almost all superpowered beings. Xanadu thought that Thingamagig was more useful as a 

possible contender against Sassy. Xanadu grabbed Thingamagig and flew it to the Nth Rock. Sassy beat 

Thingamagig in battle and carried it through the gateway. Sassy emerged with Thelma – a version of 

Thingamagig from an alternate universe. Thelma had powers to make minor characteristics major, and 

vice-versa. Thelma found Ikeman and used her powers to enhance his appearance based on making the 

best parts of him dominant. Ikeman became a completely different superpowered being. He was attractive 

and full-sized. He was young. His powers were focused in pyrokinesis. He moved to Tokyo with Thelma 

who had an affinity for King King. Ikeman in his handsome-face form is always grinning from ear to ear.  

 

CART HORDE: The Cart Horde work with Reign and Lochness at different times. 

 

HEAD CASE: Eight-foot-tall wizard. He casts spells based on his favorite video games. Head case is the 

leader of the Cart Horde.  

 

HELLROSE & WAX: dark elf girls. Hellrose summons birds to fight for her and Wax summons plants and 

trees to fight for her.  

 

ZIPPY: hummingbird fairy girl. She sleeps in Head Case’s beard. She can render others invisible, and she 

has teleportation powers.  

 

IATHOR: three-eyed black giant with a bright red third eye that has precognitive powers. He can also see 

the past with his third eye. He is a physical brute, but also a cerebral investigator and tracker.  

 

AMBIRD: golden butterfly woman. Manipulates light through her prism wings. She can blind enemies or 

burn them with her wings.  

 

CARDINELLA: red dragon woman who can fly and spit fire. Her scaly dermis is nearly impenetrable. She is 

the love interest of Head Case.  

 

JUB JUB & THE FRUMIOUS: white werewolves. Frumious has super speed and can jump huge distances in 

a single leap. Jub Jub can slow others when touching them. 

 

BOLTZ & BLITZ: boar married couple. They are adept farmers and cooks. They can summon dead animals 

as a zombie herd army.  

 

BOOMSTYX & KING OX: powerful male dwarves. King Ox teaches combat. King Ox is immune to fire. 

Boomstyx can hold his breath for hours and has the ability to burrow even through rock.  

 


